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Creating the Market for Organic Wine: Sulfites, Certification, and Green Values

Geoffrey Jones and Emily Grandjean
Abstract
This working paper examines the history of organic wine which provides a case study of failed
category creation. The modern organic wine industry emerged during the 1970s in the United
States and western Europe, but it struggled to gain traction compared to other organic food and
drink products, including organic tea. Early experiments performed by less-savvy winemakers
created a negative reputation for organic wine which proved a challenge to overcome. Early
organic winemakers were often derided for their efforts, as conventional winemakers felt
threatened by their claims to be more “natural” or healthful than conventional wines. Making
matters more difficult, organic winemaking required a sophisticated understanding of complex
environmental and chemical processes in the vineyard and winery, and organic wines typically
did not command a premium in the marketplace despite their often higher costs of production.
The development of organic wine in countries with different winemaking traditions resulted in
little common agreement regarding the definition of “organic” wine. After heated debate
regarding the use of sulfites, differing organic wine standards emerged. In the United States
organic certification schemes excluded the use of sulfites, while in Europe some use was
permitted. For winemakers, distributors and retailers, navigating the complex layers of
regulations regarding organic wine was enormously time-intensive. Many winemakers chose to
forego organic certification so as to avoid the perceived financial and time costs. Organic wine
finally attained niche popularity in the 2010s, mainly in northwest Europe and in cosmopolitan
global cities elsewhere, as fine-dining restaurants like Noma sought wines with clear terroir.
Organic wine remained a tiny percentage of the world wine market. There remained huge
differences between countries in consumption of organic wine. The market for organic wine was
far larger in Sweden, a country with 9 million inhabitants, than in the United States, with 326
million.
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INTRODUCTION
This working paper explores why the creation of the market for organic wine proved so
challenging and contested. Organic wine producers and retailers found it tough to persuade
consumers to buy their wines as the category developed from the 1970s. Conventional wine
producers were especially reluctant to switch to organic methods. It proved problematic to
develop a common set of standards for organic wine. These issues are long-identified in studies
of the development of new industries. Sociologists have shown that the development of common
norms, agreed definitions, clear boundaries and cognitive legitimacy are frequently contested
processes.1 In organic wine, they proved especially contested, and hard to resolve.
The wine industry is ancient. Although eastern Europe, the Middle East and Asia have a
long tradition of winemaking, by the nineteenth century it was western and southern Europe, and
in particular, France, Italy, Spain and Portugal, that had become the recognized prestigious home
of the wine industry, called the “Old World.” During the nineteenth century, Europe acquired its
modern form of small family vineyards, cooperative wineries and regional appellations.2 Europe
still accounted for 96 percent of the value of global wine exports in the 1980s. From that decade,
wine exports from long-established producers outside Europe — particularly the United States,
Australia, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina and South Africa— began to build international
reputations and gain market share. Wine producers from these countries invested heavily in new
technologies and marketing, benefitted from cheaper land and better climates for wine growing,
and created much larger companies. A distinction became made within the industry between Old
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World wines, which drew on long-established traditions of winemaking in distinctive local soils
and climates in Europe, and New World wines, where science and the role of the winemaker
were emphasized. 3
All wines were organic until the nineteenth century, when chemical fertilizers were
introduced into agricultural farming techniques.4 The use of pesticides expanded from the
1940s.5 Sulfur dioxide, also called “sulfites,’ began to be added to wine in the late nineteenth
century, following the emergence of the petrochemical industry. Technological advances in
chemical delivery systems, such as the sulfur-based Campden tablet, in the early twentieth
century also contributed to the growing use of sulfites.6 Sulfites were used for several purposes
throughout the winemaking process; they killed unwanted bacteria, prevented spoilage by
bacteria, inhibited the process of oxidation and served as a stabilizer in bottles of wine.7
As Section II explains, the search for a way back from using chemicals and additives was
belated. It was not until the 1970s that organic wine started to be produced on a significant—
albeit tiny— scale in Europe and the United States. However for multiple reasons the organic
wine market gained little traction, despite the efforts of both the pioneering winemakers
discussed in Section II, as well as the wine retailers discussed in Section III. Adding to the
challenges was that wines made using unconventional methods acquired multiple names,
including “organic,” “biodynamic” and “natural.”8
Multiple certification schemes also developed, as discussed in Section IV. This
contributed to a situation where, although it is clear that the organic wine market remained quite
small, there has been uncertainty regarding its actual size. The estimates of the size of organic
vineyard acreage and the organic wine market shown in Table 1, therefore, should be treated
with caution. They are derived from multiple sources, which differ in their methodologies; some
sources report certified organic only; biodynamic is sometimes included and sometimes not;
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and some numbers may include non-certified organic, including “natural” wine. Insofar as these

numbers are reliable, it would appear that organic wine had achieved, after four decades of
effort, 5 percent of the global wine market.9 However there were huge differences between
countries. The market for organic wine was far larger in Sweden, a country with 9 million
inhabitants, than in the United States, with 326 million. Sweden’s per capita wine consumption
was (in 2017) two and a half times greater than that of the United States, yet still the different
size of organic wine markets was a striking testament to the uneven spread of organic wine
consumption.10
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Table 1 Global “Organic Wine” Market, 2003 - 2017

Country

USA

Value of
Area of
Organic
Area of
Organic Wine
Exports of
Grape Area
Organic
Organic
Market Sales,
Vineyards, Vineyards, as % of Total Organic Wine,
2011-17
Grape Area,
2011-16
2011-13
2003-04
(US $ million)
(US $ million)
2015 (%)
(Hectares) (Hectares)
7,875

11,400

2.9

--

200

16,400

65,000

9

--

715

31,170

57,000

11.9

146

73

14,900

81,000

10.2

--

34

--

--

17.7

--

130

Denmark

--

--

--

--

Germany

2,500

7,000

8.1

--

Sweden

--

--

World

88,000

256,000

France
Italy
Spain
Britain

4.7

13
245

--

330

--

3,405

Note: Data sources come from a single year within the year range included in the column title.
Not all vineyards/grapes grown are used for the production of wine.
Sources: Beverage Trade Network, “Let’s”; Brandl, “Organic”; Brodt, et al., “Market”; CBI,
“CBI Trends”; Duren, “Spain”; Millésime Bio, “Overview”; Millésime Bio, “Press”; Neil Palmer
Interview; Pekic, “Italian”; Pink, “The Sustainable; Systembolaget, “2017 Launch Plan”; Willer
and Lernoud, “The world”; Willer and Yussefi, “The world”; Winemonitor, “Press Release”;
Woolf, “How big.”
As Section V notes, the slow growth of the organic wine industry as a whole stood in contrast to
organic tea which experienced relatively unfettered growth from the 1990s. Section VI shows
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that organic wine finally began to get some traction in the new century, but primarily in
northwest Europe and in a handful of cosmopolitan global cities.
Throughout the working paper the term “organic” is used broadly to describe wine that is
produced largely without the use of synthetic fertilizers or pesticides,11 although organic
certification schemes typically involve many other, more subtle requirements, including
restrictions on sulfites.
II THE EARLY ORGANIC WINE INDUSTRY
Though the modern organic wine industry remained small in scale for decades, its
geographic spread was impressive even in the 1970s when the industry first achieved significant
scale. During that decade pioneers of organic wine emerged around the world, largely united in
their effort to keep food products safe from synthetic chemicals and to act as stewards of the
environment for future generations. A number of others were motivated by a desire to let nature
run its course during the winemaking process, in order to let a wine’s terroir— the flavor and
aroma associated with the climate and soil conditions in which grapes are grown— express itself
more vividly and to create the “purest” wine possible. In pursuit of these goals, winemakers
encountered a number of obstacles within their vineyards and wineries, and wine retailers
encountered a different set of challenges in the marketplace. These challenges will be the main
focus of this section.
In Germany, the production of organic wine started to take root by the early 1950s.
Germany had a long history of concern for natural food and healing products evidenced in the
natural food stores known as Reform Houses since the 1880s.12 However, the early organic
winemakers were hardly applauded. In the village of Mettenheim in the German state of
Rhineland-Palatinate, Otto-Heinrich Sander began implementing organic principles on his
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family-owned estate in order to reduce topsoil erosion and avoid monoculture. He was belittled
for his efforts.13 Sander persisted in his approach, and eventually the winery became certified
organic, including as biodynamic by Demeter.14 Nevertheless, the derision Sander faced in the
1950s would be echoed in the experiences of organic winemakers in Germany and around the
world for decades to come as the principles of organic and biodynamic farming spread and, little
by little, entered the mainstream.
In France, there were several efforts to promote organic farming from the late 1950s.15
However it was not for a further two decades before organic winemaking got underway. Pierre
Frick was among the pioneering organic viticulturists who started in the late 1970s in Alsace, a
northeastern region of France bordered by the Rhine. Frick grew up in a family that was mindful
of the environment and worked to live in harmony with nature. Over time, Frick developed a
“stronger consciousness” on his own. When Frick took over his parents' vineyard in 1976, there
were only two other organic viticulturists in Alsace.
The decision to follow organic and biodynamic methods was "a matter of conscience,"
Frick later remarked. “What drives us, me, is the struggle to keep human life on this planet by
preserving our environment.” He added, “humans for a long time were merely trying to survive
in their environment; now we control it, we are overpowering it through science.” For Frick, this
philosophy compelled him towards activism. He and other biodynamic farmers who called
themselves "reapers," banded together to destroy crops that did not comply with regional French
organic or biodynamic standards while claiming to do so.16
Frick’s dedication to environmental stewardship transcended the economics of his
business. As he later remarked, “When you have strong beliefs, you should follow them
regardless of financial considerations.”17 Frick’s dedication to creating an environmental and
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social legacy were part of a broader trend that emerged around the world as the industry
developed.
A different but related trend also arose around that time: one in which winemakers and
retailers alike sought a more “pure” expression of nature in a glass of wine. These winemakers
were influenced by the writings of the French postwar scientist and négociant (wine merchant)
Jules Chauvet who had become critical of excessive use of additives in wine.18

These

winemakers worked, like Chauvet, in Beaujolais. They included Guy Bréton, Jean Foillard,
Marcel Lapierre, and Jean-Paul Thévenet.
The group, which the celebrated American organic wine importer Kermit Lynch would
later call the "Gang of Four," was led by Lapierre, who had begun experimenting with no-sulfiteadded winemaking in 1978.19 In the early 1980s, he adopted organic winemaking methods soon
after a friend introduced him to Chauvet.20 Along with the other members of the Gang of Four,
Lapierre advocated returning to traditional winemaking methods, based on Chauvet’s earlier
work, which avoided the use of synthetic herbicides and pesticides, minimized the use of
additives, and rejected chaptalization,21 among other winemaking practices.22 Members of the
Gang of Four were motivated to adopt organic methods by their desire to make wines that
reflected the climate and soil conditions of the year in which they were made, untainted by the
flavor of additives or synthetic chemicals.23
As organic winemakers like Frick and the Gang of Four discovered, making wine using
organic methods was often more challenging in both the vineyard and winery. Organic methods
usually required a great deal more manual labor, since they did not allow for the use of synthetic
chemicals to prevent fungi, weeds, or insects from damaging their crop. While many organic
viticulturists experienced higher operational costs associated with an increased use of labor,
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some claimed that their costs rose only during the first few years of organic winemaking and
subsequently fell once they developed expertise in organic methods.24 Studies in Australia,
Germany, and New Zealand demonstrated great variability in production costs due to vineyard
conditions and management practices, although in many cases the costs of organic farming were
higher.25
The extra effort and financial burden associated with organic winemaking were major
threats to the young category’s growth, as many business-minded winemakers often preferred the
convenience of conventional methods, as well as their lower financial risks. Indeed, the early
organic wine industry was supported largely by the efforts of small-scale winemakers like Frick
and Lapierre and his colleagues who were willing to dedicate extra effort in pursuit of their
ideals even if that meant shouldering the risk of additional financial costs.
Inhibited by these barriers to entry, the organic wine industry developed slowly. In Italy
in the mid-1980s, a winery in Italy adopted organic methods, despite the challenges of organic
farming. Steeped in the rich history of Tuscany, the working estate of Badia a Coltibuono
(meaning "Abbey of the Good Harvest") sold bottles of Chianti Classico Riserva beginning in
1957. In 1985, Coltibuono’s new winemaker Roberto Stucchi Prinetti began converting the estate
to organic farming. He was inspired to do so by his earlier studies in biodynamic farming and his
exposure to the emerging organic movement in California. Stucchi Prinetti was motivated to
convert the estate for a variety of reasons: “Environmental awareness, health of the workers,
health of the soil, wine quality, [and] long term cost effectiveness. I could summarize as longterm sustainability.” Stucchi Prinetti later observed, “Learning to farm organically has meant
questioning and often going against the mainstream agricultural and scientific thinking.”26
Organic wine had not yet been strongly embraced in the country. By 2000 in Italy, alcoholic
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beverages made up nearly 5 percent of the conventional food market, while they made up only
0.5 percent of the organic food market.27
Organic winemaking spread to Britain around the same time as Italy. The pioneering
organic viticulturists Roy Cook and his wife Irma started their own organic and biodynamic
vineyard called Sedlescombe in East Sussex in 1979.28 It was the first vineyard of its kind in
Britain. At the time, British grown wine was marginal, and Cook’s adoption of organic
agricultural methods “raised eyebrows even further.”29 The production of organic wine faced
particular challenges. A Britain-based Master of Wine (M.W.), Andy Howard noted, “To
produce organic in the UK is a particular challenge because of weather issues.... The cooler,
wetter climates are more difficult for making organic wines. [France, Italy, and Spain are]
warmer, drier... you’ve got more possibilities of switching over to organic because you probably
need to do less anyway.”30 In the face of these challenges, Cook had been inspired to pursue
organic farming after learning about the consequences of pollution and industrialization during
his time in college in the 1970s. He used his career as a way of pushing back against what he
considered to be the unwelcome tide of modernity.31
Spain became another leading producer of organic wine. Although Spain was located
within the Old World, the history of its wine industry was far from linear because of political and
economic upheavals, including the Spanish Civil War and tight restrictions on foreign
investments under Francisco Franco’s dictatorship. Beginning in 1970, the country’s wine
industry began to modernize, and winemakers started to place greater emphasis on quality over
quantity, aided by regulations on provenance in viticulture.32 Winemakers in Spain benefited
significantly from the country’s ideal grape-growing conditions. Spain’s extreme temperatures in
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the summer and winter killed undesired insects and maintained dry weather conditions which
helped prevent vineyard disease.33
A forerunner of organic winemaking in Spain was Josep Maria Albet i Noya, who in the
late 1970s began converting his vineyard to organic and biodynamic methods after a Dutch
company contacted him in search of a Spanish organic wine producer. After taking a course on
biodynamic methods from a former Swedish Minister of Agriculture, Albet i Noya successfully
made and sold organic wine, becoming convinced— as his counterparts in other countries had—
of the benefits associated with organic viticulture.34 Other wineries in Spain, including Bodegas
Robles and Bodegas Torres, followed suit.35 However, as indicated by Table 6.1, while Spanish
organic wine consumption soared, Spaniards showed little interest in drinking it. By the mid2010s Spain had become the world’s largest organic wine producer, producing some 27 percent
of the world total. However Spanish consumers only accounted for 1 percent of organic wine
consumption. In contrast, France produced 22 percent of the world’s organic wine, and French
consumers drank 21 percent of that total.36
Within the United States, the state of California was historically the dominant area of
wine production. As early as the Gold Rush in the mid-nineteenth century, wine was a lucrative
business in the state, spurring entrepreneurially-minded individuals to plant even more acres of
vines.37 California also emerged as the center of counter-cultural movements of the 1960s,
during which time a small number of pioneers of organic farming got their start in the state.38 In
the late 1970s, under Governor Jerry Brown, the state became a leader in the development of
solar and wind energy. However even in this quite favorable context, organic wine growing was
slow to gain traction.39
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Tony Coturri, an organic winemaker located in Sonoma county, was one pioneer who
helped shape the early organic wine industry within California. In 1979, Coturri and other
members of his family established Coturri Winery in Glen Ellen, a village in the southern tip of
Sonoma county. From the beginning, the family was committed to making wine without the use
of pesticides, fertilizers, or additives. Eventually, they also practiced biodynamic methods,
becoming certified as both organic and biodynamic in 1991 and 2000, respectively. When the
Coturris met with potential distributors, they were often confronted by skepticism. Tony later
remembered, “When we went to San Francisco to sell wines to retail shops, one [shop owner]
wouldn’t carry our bottles because he was afraid of exploding bottles that would spew biological
contamination in his wine shop.” In 2010, Coturri let his organic and biodynamic certifications
lapse. Tony explained, “There are a lot of farmers who are definitely organic but are not
certified. Certification is an expensive process— it costs money to be involved, and you don’t
get any [additional money] for being organic. I used to be certified organic and biodynamic, and
it didn’t make any difference.”40
Indeed, one widely-cited study that analyzed the retail market outcomes for organic wine
found that adding the word "organic" or "biodynamic" to the label of a wine bottle was
associated with a 20 percent reduction in price. However, the same study found that organic and
biodynamic certification were associated with higher quality (as measured by ratings from the
US-based magazine Wine Spectator) and if environmental claims were left off the label, certified
organic or biodynamic wine enjoyed an average price premium of 13 percent. Perhaps because
of this, the study’s authors suggested, as many as two-thirds of California vintners of certified
organic wine decided not to advertise their wine as such.41
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There has been much debate about the origin of consumer confusion regarding organic
wine. One study found that consumers may have erroneously believed that organic and
biodynamic winemaking methods resulted in wine of lower quality due to an imagined trade-off
between quality and environmental goals. The same study found that among low-cost wines from
low-quality regions, consumers preferred environmentally-friendly wine to conventional wine,
but this preference was reversed among wines of higher prices from higher-quality regions.42
There was also the persistent issue of the reputational damage done by a handful of early
organic wines. In particular, during the 1970s and 1980s, organic red wines were prone to
quickly turn to vinegar in the absence of preservatives like sulfites.43 This bad reputation
lingered, and journalists writing about wine continued to refer to its inauspicious beginning for
several decades. Surprisingly, this poor reputation persisted even as organic wines began
winning awards, including awards at every prize level at the Decanter World Wine Awards, a
leading global wine competition organized by the British wine magazine Decanter. Indeed, some
of the world’s most sought-after and expensive bottles of wine were produced in Burgundy at
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, which adopted organic methods in 1985.44
Conventional winemakers were often a further obstacle for the organic winemakers. This
was the early experience of the Freys in California. In 1980 Frey, along with his wife Katrina,
established Frey Vineyards, becoming the first certified biodynamic and organic winery in the
country. Jonathan Frey recalled, "At the time, there was no such thing as organic agriculture in
Sonoma county. It's a very dry area, very difficult to grow anything here, but modern agriculture
was thriving with the use of all these chemicals.” The Freys had become interested in organic
agriculture when they both studied Permaculture and biodynamic methods under an Englishman
named Alan Chadwick at the University of California, Santa Cruz. A highly influential figure in
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the history of organic farming in California, Chadwick was a former Shakespearean actor and
devoted horticulturalist who taught classes in farming in the 1960s and 1970s to students like
Jonathan and Katrina Frey.45 As they were getting their business started, the Freys also benefited
from the advice of Tony Coturri. In the early 1980s, Jonathan Frey approached Tony Coturri to
learn more about Coturri’s methods for making organic pinot grigio.46
When the Freys introduced their first wines to the region, there was a backlash from the
established industry. According to Jonathan Frey, "These large companies would finance
scientific studies to prove that organic was a joke and didn't have any health benefits."
Nevertheless, the Frey wines found some customers, particularly in "hippy-type" stores and
cooperatives selling health-conscious products. Larger grocery stores were initially uninterested,
as the wines from Frey Vineyards were more expensive than wines made conventionally. The
Freys had to explain the time-consuming process that went into making additive-free wine, as
well as the health benefits associated with organic products.47 Their persistence was rewarded.
Eventually, Frey Vineyards experienced substantial growth, increasing from an annual
production figure of 2,000 cases to 80,000 cases by 2011.48
Strikingly, the world’s largest wine companies largely remained on the sidelines of
organic wine. By the late 1990s, the wine markets had consolidated to a significant degree in
New World countries, including the United States, Australia, and South Africa where the top ten
wine brands commanded 25 percent or more of the market. The markets remained relatively
fragmented in Old World countries.49 Consolidation accelerated over the next decade. By the
mid-2000s, E. & J. Gallo, Constellation Brands, the Wine Group, and Bronco alone accounted
for two-thirds of wine production in the United States.50 Globally, the top ten companies
accounted for 13 percent of the world wine market by 2016. The lack of strong support for
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organic winemaking methods on the part of large wine companies was a further impediment to
organic wine becoming a mainstream product.
There were a few instances in which large companies did promote the category. One such
company was E. & J. Gallo Winery, which was founded in California in 1933 by brothers Ernest
& Julio Gallo. Julio Gallo, an organic vegetable gardener, brought his organic methods to the
company's vineyards. Beginning in the 1960s, the company experimented with organic methods,
including integrated pest management systems. By the early 1990s, E. & J. Gallo owned what
was believed to be the world's largest organic vineyard – a sprawling 2,700 acres located in the
San Joaquin Valley. Additionally, the company encouraged the farmers with whom it partnered
to adopt organic practices or, at least, minimize their use of chemicals.51 In 2010, E. & J. Gallo
began participating in the California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance’s (CSWA) certification
program for vineyards and wineries. The CSWA program supported the adoption of sustainable
practices with respect to environmental, social, and economic concerns. While the CSWA
program promoted the use of organic methods, it did not have a restriction for added sulfites
similar to that of organic certification in the United States.52 By 2015, E. & J. Gallo had
withdrawn from organic certification.53
Chile’s Concha y Toro was another large company – by 2017 it was the sixth-largest
vintner in the world.54 Like E. & J. Gallo, Concha y Toro became involved in the organic wine
industry, although much more consistently than E. & J. Gallo. Concha y Toro was a wine
producer and exporter founded in 1883 by Melchor de Santiago Concha y Toro and his wife
Emiliana Subercaseaux. In the 1990s the company began to develop markets outside Chile, and
in 1993 shares of the company were floated on the New York Stock Exchange.55 That same year,
a subsidiary of the company named Cono Sur was formed and eventually many of its vineyards
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became certified organic.56 By 2011, Concha y Toro was Chile’s top wine producer and exporter
by both sales volume and value, which were 271 million liters and over $874 million,
respectively.57 That same year, Concha y Toro purchased Fetzer Vineyards and its related
brands, including Bonterra, among others, for $238 million.58 Fetzer had been producing wine
made from organic grapes at the time of the sale, and Bonterra had been producing wines from
both organic and biodynamic grapes. Under the management of Concha y Toro, they both
continued to do so. The latest CEO of Concha y Toro was Eduardo Guilisasti Gana, a member of
Chile’s powerful Guilisasti family. It is noteworthy that this same family owned Emiliana
Vineyards, the world’s largest organic and biodynamic vineyard as of 2017.59 Emiliana
Vineyards was named after Emiliana Subercaseaux, but was operated separately from Concha y
Toro.60
Other large wine companies engaged only marginally in the organic wine industry. For
example, Treasury Wine Estates owned the Australian winery Baileys of Glenrowan, which
began converting to organic practices in 2008 and sold its first organic products in 2012.61
Another major wine company called The Wine Group acquired in 2015 the Benziger Family
Winery, which sold certified biodynamic, organic, and sustainable wine, but was just one of over
twenty brands in the company’s portfolio.62
A recurring theme among pioneers of organic wine around the world was that they were
largely united in one of two missions. The first was a mission to keep foods and land clear of
harmful chemicals that threatened human health and the natural balance and processes of the
environment. The second mission was to create wine that expressed its provenance vividly
through its terroir. Since organic winemaking did not tend to command higher profits, monetary
motivations rarely played a role in the industry’s development. Furthermore, none of the
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pioneers paint the picture of a flippant hippy in pursuit of a cheap, organic buzz. Rather, all of
these individuals took winemaking seriously. Their motivations for making wine differently,
indeed, pushed them to develop a sharp understanding of the art and science of winemaking.

III PIONEERING RETAIL AND DISTRIBUTION OF ORGANIC WINE
As bottles of organic wine entered the marketplace, distributors and retailers interested in
the category encountered many of the same opportunities and challenges that winemakers
encountered in the vineyards and winery, as well as several new ones. In significant part, it was
due to the efforts of these individuals that organic winemakers were able to find an audience.
Kermit Lynch, who opened his wine store in Berkeley, California in 1972, was to become
a forerunner in the organic wine industry, although he did not know it at the time. Lynch did not
start his company with the plan of selling organic wine. Instead, he was drawn to it over the
course of his business. To learn more about the wine industry and identify the best wines, Lynch
undertook road trips in France and Italy. As Lynch met with more and more wine producers, he
developed expertise — and a strong opinion— on winemaking methods in the vineyard and
winery. In his 1988 book, Adventures on the Wine Route, Lynch asserted, “Chemicals increase
production, they protect the wine from nature’s quirks, but they also muck up the elemental
statement the wine is capable of making.”63 Yet, Lynch acknowledged the shortcomings of
organic wine as a product. He wrote, “‘Organic’ is a word that does not work in a wineshop….
The word seems to have a negative impact on most wine connoisseurs.”64
Lynch’s views of organic wine changed over time. Since Lynch actively sought out wines
that expressed terroir, his taste preferences led him to import wine made using organic methods.
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Indeed, upon discovering the Gang of Four, Lynch was very pleased that the “spirit of Chauvet”
lived on in Beaujolais.65 Lynch, who would eventually earn France’s celebrated Legion
d’Honneur, became a notable importer of wines produced by the Gang of Four, as well as many
other organically-produced bottles of wine.66 By the 2010s, his company’s website would clearly
indicate the farming methods used by the winemakers whose products he sold, marking a
departure from his earlier belief that wine sellers should avoid using the term “organic.”
A little over a decade after Lynch launched his business, Ursula and Erich Hartl
established Germany’s first commercial enterprise to sell organic wine. Erich had grown up in
rural Bavaria, and worked in the conventional restaurant and catering business. Becoming more
concerned over time about the use of fertilizers in foods, the family decided to start a business in
organic wine distribution. The problem was supply; Germany didn’t produce a large quantity of
organic wine. “When we started in the early 1980s, there was no ‘catalog’ of organic wines, and
finding an organic winemaker in Germany was impossible,” Erich Hartl later remembered. “It
was by accident that I came across this organic winemaker in France. I established a relationship
with the producer, I tried his wines, I liked them and started importing them by small quantities
in Germany. Then I traveled around to meet with organic winemakers, and started importing
more and more wines from different countries.”67 In this way, the Hartls helped broaden
consumer exposure to organic wine, motivated by their desire to sell only “pure” wine.
Eventually, Germany would become the world’s leading importer of organic wine.68
In 1986, just a few years after the Hartls established their importing company, another
pioneering organic wine distribution company got its start in Britain. Three friends— Peter
Greet, Neil Palmer, and Lance Pigott— were each in their mid-twenties when they decided to
start an organic wine distribution company called Vintage Roots in the middle-sized town of
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Reading outside of London. Greet, Palmer, and Pigott had known each other from their time at
university and from traveling together in France the previous year, when they harvested grapes
together in the Loire Valley. In France, the three travelers learned about the new trend of organic
winemaking in Bordeaux and the Loire Valley, which was a novelty to them at the time. Many of
the organic winemakers with whom they spoke had switched to these methods after seeing
family members endure the negative health consequences of synthetic chemicals in their
vineyards.69
Inspired by what they learned in France and by their broader interest in healthful foods,
Greet, Palmer, and Pigott founded Vintage Roots together back in Reading as a way to work for
themselves while promoting a product they firmly believed in. To get their business off the
ground, the three founders began with a short list of addresses of organic vineyards in France,
and just as Lynch had done, they traveled to France to conduct research for their first wine list,
which consisted of just twelve wines. Eventually, they took on wines from Italy and Spain, and
later, they also began to source wine from Chile, Australia, and South Africa, among other
countries.70
Initially, Vintage Roots tried to establish relationships with small, independent, healthfullifestyle shops in Britain. Making matters difficult, few of these kinds of shops tended to have
licenses to sell alcohol. For small shops, it often wasn’t worth it to take on all of the paperwork
and fees in order in order to sell alcohol. When the founders of Vintage Roots were able to find
shops that could sell alcohol, often the employees had no prior experience with organic wine and
would ask whether there was alcohol in it, or whether it was made from carrots or lentils. The
Vintage Roots founders would explain the environmental and human health benefits of organic
wine, relative to conventional wine, in attempts to win their business.71
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Vintage Roots found their early customers in small independent stores. Eventually, they
also formed business relationships with major supermarkets, including Asda, Sainsbury’s, Tesco,
and Waitrose. However, Palmer later noted, these relationships dwindled over time, as the
supermarkets demanded lower prices from Vintage Roots and eventually decided to deal directly
with wineries to source their products. Even without support from supermarkets, Vintage Roots
grew into a sizeable business, eventually employing over 15 staff members and expanding its
inventory to include other types of organic spirits and foods.72 In 2016, the company’s annual
turnover was approximately $6.9 million.73
The employees that the Vintage Roots founders encountered who thought organic wine
might contain carrots or lentils touched on a broader error in consumer perception of the product.
Beyond not knowing what exactly went into organic wine, some consumers also assumed that
organic wine must somehow be less enjoyable than conventional wine. Since wine was
historically viewed as an indulgence both psychologically and physically, attaching a healthrelated term like "organic" may have tainted consumer perception of the pleasurable sensory and
cultural experience wine was often expected to provide. As Adam Morganstern, Editor of the
Organic Wine Journal later noted, "With organic vegetables it seems great – who doesn’t want
organic asparagus? But with wine… it causes a momentary question – such as, ‘What did they
remove to make it organic? Did they take something fun away? Is this like ‘diet’ soda?’”74
Organic wine reached Japan decades later than it did in the West. This was not surprising
given that drinking Western wine was not widespread until the 1990s. The country had its own
traditional beverages, such as the rice wine known as sake. Japan was also a large consumer of
beer, which had been introduced from the West during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Both imported and domestically-made spirits, especially whiskey, were also very popular. There
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were particular challenges in the organic sector. In Japan, the traditional translation of “organic”
was “yuki,” but unfortunately, this word was also associated with radical political groups during
the 1960s and 1970s. Organic food consumption was, and remained, quite limited, even as it
grew in the West. Japan did not even enact a national policy to define organic food until the early
2000s.75
Nevertheless, as elsewhere, there were entrepreneurial pioneers who set out to create a
market for organic products in Japan. In 1998, Yasushi Tamura started an organic wine
distribution business in Tokyo called Mavie, which began as an ecommerce website. Tamura had
first encountered organic wine in the late 1980s on a business trip to Germany, when he was a
marketing manager for the Japanese soy sauce company Kikkoman. At the time, he did not find
the beverage to his liking. However, after moving to France in the early 1990s, he tried an
award-winning organic wine from Bourgogne that reminded him of world-renowned RomanéeConti wine, and the experience stayed with him. After quitting Kikkoman, Tamura worked for a
brief time for his father’s company, a Japanese culinary school, but soon decided to leave in
order to found his own company and conduct business in the international market. To better
inform his decision about what kind of company he wanted to build, Tamura looked at the
statistics for different food trends in Europe, and it appeared that the only kind of food with
favorable projections was the organic category. Based on its growth figures, Tamura expected
that the job of selling European organic products to the Japanese would be simple.76
By the time Tamura entered the industry in 1998, there were plenty of organic wine
producers to choose from in the Europe. He started off by using all of his money to buy 20,000
bottles of organic wine, which left him with nothing to spend for marketing.77 Further
complicating prospects for his business, Tamura discovered that, at that time, people in Japan
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thought that conventional wine was healthful, due to studies praising the polyphenol content of
red wines.78 This phenomenon can be seen elsewhere. : In New Zealand in the same time period,
purveyors of organic food found that the “imagined greenness” of conventional food was a
difficult perception for consumers to overcome.79 This was a challenge that Tamura and other
organic winemakers and retailers had to contend with to achieve market growth.
Like the large wine companies, supermarkets, too, largely failed to take a leadership role
in helping organic wine gain broader appeal among the public and establish legitimacy as a
genuine category. Even organic supermarkets were reluctant to stock organic wine. For example,
Whole Foods Market, which by 2010 accounted for over one half of organic food sales in the
United States, did little to promote organic wines, which made up a modest fraction of its wine
section.80 Instead, the company favored conventional and “sustainably”-produced wines, and
added in additional selections of organic wine only in response to customer demand for it in the
2010s.81 Supermarkets in Britain, too, acted largely in reaction to the rise in organic wine’s
popularity, rather than spurring its initial growth.82 In the face of consumer confusion around the
product, as well as negative perceptions of its quality, supermarkets often didn’t know how to
effectively market the product, prior to its surge in popularity. Andy Howard, M.W., who
worked as a wine buyer for the large British food retailer Marks & Spencer from 2007 until
2013, observed,
“In the wine category, we used to think, how do you best display wines? Most
people display wines by country of origin, or by type of wine, then different price points.
We used to have a very good organic Chablis at Marks & Spencer from a producer called
Domaine [Jean-Marc] Brocard. It sold reasonably well. Then we decided to put all
organic wines in a separate section and call it the ‘organic wine section.’ And at that
point, the sales plummeted. It would appear that people didn’t really understand or didn’t
want to get diverted to what was seen as this, perhaps, slightly dangerous area where they
weren’t sure what organic meant. Then we moved the organic Chablis back into its parent
group, and sales recovered.”83
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Thus, organic wine faced significant adversity in the vineyard and winery, all the way to
the marketplace where it struggled to sell, at least when consumers were aware of the organic
methods used in its production. While organic winemakers gained the sponsorship of small
maverick distributors and retailers, it wasn’t until much later that larger companies would take a
more active role in the marketplace.
IV EMERGENCE OF ORGANIC WINE CERTIFICATIONS
Over time, certification schemes emerged as a way to define organic and biodynamic
winemaking methods, as well as to validate claims made by winemakers about their production
methods. Though Demeter’s biodynamic trademark and farming standard emerged in 1928, it
was not until the 1970s that other organic farming standards were introduced.84 Although
certification schemes were intended to provide clarity and reassurance to consumers, they often
led to great confusion about the nature of the term “organic.” Across the different countries in
which certification schemes developed, varying standards emerged to define organic
winemaking processes. Complicating matters for organic winemakers, it would take until the
2010s for matters to settle regarding organic wine processing standards and trade equivalencies
in major wine markets, including the United States and the European Union (EU).
Germany was a site of important activity for efforts to standardize organic viticulture. In
1977, organic wine producers from Germany, Switzerland and France convened in order to
exchange information on the subject and make organic methods more accessible to others.
Following this meeting, regional groups of organic farmers published standards for organic
viticulture and winemaking methods in an early attempt to encourage standardization of
practices.85 In 1985 a further attempt to achieve some coherence in Germany came when the
Bundesverband Ökologischer Weinbau (Federation of Organic Viticulture) was formed by
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Rudolf Trossen and 34 other small organic producers in Germany. Membership grew rapidly,
and the federation launched the ECOVIN trademark five years later.86 Since then, ECOVIN has
become the largest association of organic winemakers in Germany, requiring its members to
abide by EU organic regulations as well as its own stricter regulations and undergo yearly
inspections to uphold the ECOVIN seal’s integrity.87
Within Britain, the Soil Association served as a highly important organic certification and
advocacy group.88 The Soil Association launched its organic certification scheme in 1973 as a
way to address the market need for third-party verification of food integrity. As was the case in
all EU countries before 2012, winemakers in Britain were not allowed to use the term “organic
wine,” and instead were limited to writing “made from organic grapes” on their labels, as the EU
lacked an official definition for an “organic” winemaking process. The Soil Association, too, was
constrained by these EU regulations. Lee Holdstock, Trade Relations Manager at the Soil
Association, said this labeling requirement was “inevitably confusing to consumers.” He added,
“We always felt we were tackling a challenge of helping consumers to understand the benefits
and definitions of ‘organic.’ To add an extra layer of complexity by having products labeled in
this slightly more unwieldy way was really unhelpful.”89
In France, the first national policy concerning organic farming was enacted in 1980, and
five years later the organic certification Agriculture Biologique (AB) with an accompanying logo
was introduced.90 AB was administered by Agence BIO, a French national agency responsible
for the development and promotion of organic farming. In 1992, the Association des Vins
Naturels (AVN) was founded to create a framework for organic wine production that went
beyond the simple cultivation of organic grapes to include activities in both the vineyard and
winery.91
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Within the United States, a number of private organizations offered organic certification
for decades. For example, California Certified Organic Farmers (CCOF) was established in
1973, making it the first organic certifying entity in the US.92 It was not until the 1990s that the
federal government stepped up to introduce a regulatory framework within the industry. As part
of the US Farm Bill, the Organic Foods Production Act of 1990 called for the establishment of
the National Organic Program (NOP) and National Organic Standards Board (NOSB). After
much debate, the final rules for the NOP were written and implemented in the fall of 2002.93
Under the rules laid out by the NOP and the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau,
wine may be certified organic if it was made from organic grapes and contained no added
sulfites, along with other, more subtle requirements. Sulfites were commonly used in wine as a
preservative of flavor and quality. If a winemaker wished to add sulfites, then provided that the
added sulfites numbered less than 100 parts per million, the wine may then be sold as “made
with organic grapes.”94 Wines made from organic grapes that contained added sulfites in the
United States were required to feature a label that stated, “Contains sulfites.” The USDA
mandated that wine bottles carry sulfite statements in order to properly warn consumers who
may have an allergy to the substance. One study published by the Journal of the American
College of Nutrition found that 0.05 percent of the US population had an allergy to sulfites, of
which the most common adverse reactions were asthma symptoms.95
Following the implementation of the initial rules for organic wine, debate over the use of
sulfites became heated. Paul Bonetti, president of an organic import business in Colorado, along
with the winery Barra of Mendocino, winemaker Paul Dolan, and Redwood Valley Cellars,
petitioned the NOSB to allow the use of added sulfites in certified organic wine.96 The group,
which had formed “just a few months before the annual NOP meeting in Sacramento,” argued
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that prohibiting the addition of sulfites in organic wine made obtaining organic certification more
difficult.97 This added roadblock, they believed, would reduce the number of winemakers who
chose to undergo certification, thereby indirectly increasing the use of substances the group
perceived as more nefarious than sulfites, such as pesticides and fungicides.98
Among the opposing group's especially vocal members were Jonathan and Katrina Frey,
co-owners of Frey Vineyards. Speaking before the NOSB weeks before the vote on an
amendment proposing the addition of sulfites to organic wine, Jonathan Frey noted that “every
winemaking problem can be solved with methods… that don’t involve sulfites.”99 For her part,
Katrina Frey appeared on the San Francisco-based radio show Organic Conversation to advocate
her views, noting that sulfites were a “very useful winemaker tool,” but that they should not be
allowed under organic standards, since sulfites were synthetic and a known allergen— two
properties that some organic food consumers wanted to avoid. She also noted that the NOP's rule
clearly stated that if a food can be made without additives, then that "should be the standard
operating procedure."100
In December 2011, the NOSB voted to reject an amendment to the rules that would have
allowed sulfites to be added to wine certified as organic, up to a total of 100 parts per million,
including naturally-occurring sulfites.101 Steve Finkel, owner of Organic Vintages, a distribution
company based in New York, said after the ruling, "I am elated that we have prevented the
proposed rule change which would have caused much confusion resulting in consumers being
easily mislead and misinformed. Instead, I am very happy to report, this victory has insured the
continuation of clear, honest, and forthright labeling of organic wine."102 Paul Dolan, who had
petitioned in support of the amendment, later observed of the decision, “I believe it was simply
the power and influence of those no sulfite folks who had the ear of the Board.”103
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In the EU, the rules for organic certification developed quite differently. In 1991, just one
year after the United States introduced its Organic Food Production Act, the European
Commission introduced its first regulatory framework for organic food, but there were no
standards for organic alcohol. As a result, wines in the EU could only claim to be “made from
organic grapes.” Private organizations and non-profit agencies like Demeter and the Soil
Association could continue to offer organic certifications to winemakers, although they were
constrained by the EU’s organic regulations for wine.104
In 2005, the EU introduced legislation that required wine containing sulfites over 10 parts
per million to include a label bearing a sulfite statement.105 That same year, the European
Commission made a call to understand the science underlying organic winemaking methods,
which led to the establishment of the ORWINE Project in 2006. The purpose of the ORWINE
Project was to determine the implications of organic winemaking practices on wine quality and
the environment, identify market demand for organic wine and its requirements for labeling,
develop a code of best practices for viticulturists, and provide recommendations for future EU
regulations, among other related activities. The Project involved an array of partners from major
wine-producing countries in the EU, including Germany’s ECOVIN and IFOAM EU from
Britain and Belgium. During the course of the project, its members took into account organic
regulations developed by other countries that were considered major export markets for wine
from the EU, including the United States and Japan. The ORWINE Project surveyed nearly 500
organic winemakers, representing about a fifth of EU organic wine producers at the time. In the
summer of 2009, the Project submitted a set of recommendations for a future regulatory
framework on organic winemaking in the EU.106
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In 2009, the Commission began working to implement regulations for organic
winemaking, but as was the case in the United States, debate over the use of sulfites became so
heated that, the next year, the Commission suspended the rules. After significant prompting from
individuals in the organic sector, the Commission recommenced discussions to develop and
finalize regulations for organic wine. The group was able to achieve compromise regarding the
use of sulfites by developing different categories of organic wine based on residual sugar content
and varying levels of sulfite limitations. According to the new framework, a wine could be
certified organic if it was made from certified organic grapes and if the sulfite level remained
below 100 parts per million, whether naturally-occurring or added. The new regulations were
formally introduced in the EU in 2012, allowing organic wine to be labeled as such, along with
the EU organic logo.107
That same year, the EU and United States developed an organic equivalency agreement
that would allow certified organic products to be traded freely among their member states. Wine
that was certified organic in the EU but contained sulfites could be sold as “made with organic
grapes” in the United States, while wine sold as “made with organic grapes” in the United States
could be sold as organic in the EU.108 This agreement paved the way for easier trading of organic
wine between many major wine markets.
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Table 2 Maximum Sulfite Use by Wine Category, 2017
Maximum Sulfite Use by Wine Category
Wine Category
United States

EU
●

●
Organic

●

“Organic” wine may
contain up to 10 ppm of
sulfites
Wine “made with organic
grapes” may contain up to
100 ppm of sulfites

●

●
●
Biodynamic

Total maximum measured
sulfites at bottling cannot
exceed 100 ppm

●

●
●
Conventional

Total maximum measured
sulfites at bottling cannot
exceed 350 ppm

●

“Organic” wine with less
than 2g/l residual sugar:
○ Red: 100 ppm
○ Whites and rosés:
150 ppm
“Organic” wine with more
than 2g/l residual sugar:
○ Red: 130 ppm
○ Whites and rosés:
180 ppm
Wine with less than 5g/l
residual sugar:
○ White: 140 ppm
○ Red: 110 ppm
Wine with greater than 5g/l
residual sugar:
○ White: 180 ppm
○ Red: 140 ppm
Red wine: Total maximum
measured sulfites at
bottling cannot exceed 150
ppm
Whites and rosés: Total
maximum measured
sulfites at bottling cannot
exceed 200 ppm

Sources: Demeter International e.V., “Standards”; Demeter-USA, “Demeter”; European
Commission, “New”; Nigro, “U.S.”
The multiple layers of organic wine regulations that emerged over time amounted to a
bureaucratic maze of paperwork and headaches for many organic winemakers. For example,
Pierre Frick had to comply with guidelines set by the region in which he worked, the French
Ministry of Agriculture, European Commission, and private certifying organizations like Nature
et Progrès or Demeter. Adding further complexity, states within the United States defined the
term “sulfite free” differently, which had implications for organic claims made by winemakers.
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Frick noted, “[On our wine bottles] when our sticker said ‘sulfite-free wine’ it was enough for
some states to qualify as organic, while other states required us to put ‘no added sulfite’ on our
stickers to be more accurate. For example, our wines are accepted in California as ‘organic,’ but
not in the state of New York. Sometimes all it takes is a change of employee in an
administration, and the rule changes again." This situation meant that Frick had to spend a great
deal of time and energy working to comply with these regulations, which otherwise he would
have devoted to winemaking.109
The complex regulatory landscape for organic wine largely served to slow its growth. As
Andy Howard, M.W., later remarked, “I think for organic, the problem’s almost been, there’s
been too many different certifications.... I think organic has suffered a bit from this confusion as
to knowing exactly what the official standard is, and what exactly does that mean.”110
On the other hand, Biodynamic certification retained a relatively stable, cohesive image
over time, as Demeter trademarked the term and kept a tight rein on its use in international
markets. Furthermore, Demeter USA adopted standards that allowed its certified wines to
contain up to 100 ppm of sulfites, which was much less rigid than the organic certification
criterion for sulfites in the United States.111
The NOP’s decision to disallow the use of sulfites in organic wine made the path to
producing organic wine significantly more difficult. Following the NOP’s decision, Bonetti
asserted, “If we could put everyone into the same category who is using 100 percent organic
grapes, there could have been about 800 more winemakers around the world who could get into
the US market and use the USDA Organic seal.”112 Although organic wine could, in fact, be
made without sulfites (as winemakers like Jonathan and Katrina Frey demonstrated), the
complex process involved dissuaded many winemakers from attempting to do so.
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Even the EU’s much higher limits on the use of sulfites were a challenge for some
winemakers to comply with. The British organic winemaker Will Davenport later commented,
“In the winery it required a bit of a re-think about how we use sulphites. This took me a year or
two to adapt to the 100 mg/L maximum limit and work out how I could guarantee to be below
the total sulphite limit every year with every wine.”113 Evidently, organic certification
requirements for wine made winemaking processes even more convoluted and reduced the
appeal of entering the market.
Within the United States, some winemakers decided against becoming certified organic
by the USDA because they viewed sulfites as essential to ensuring the reliability and quality of
their wine. According to organic winemaker Tony Coturri, "When you ask a winemaker why
they add sulfites to wine, they often say, 'I have a big investment in my company, and I can't
afford to lose it.'"114 Since winemakers were worried that their wines would have a shorter shelf
life, demonstrate inconsistencies in flavor over time, and oxidize more quickly, they were
apprehensive about adopting organic methods.
Adding further to the list of reasons why some winemakers were not compelled to
undergo certification was their desire to retain control over their methods in the vineyard. These
winemakers feared that undergoing certification would obligate them to adhere strictly to the
organic requirements. Jim Clendenen, owner of the California-based organic winery Au Bon
Climat, said he was put off of organic certification, since it would restrict his ability to respond
quickly to local vineyard pests which seriously threatened his crops.115 Additionally, many
winemakers decided not to pursue certification because they felt that conventional winemakers –
not those producing organic wines – should be the ones to take on the burden of certification.116
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While organic certification provided some degree of legitimacy to organic claims on wine
labels, they added great confusion to the marketplace and scared many prospective winemakers
away from organic methods, due to their restrictive criteria and what was sometimes perceived
as an unfair burden.

V THE CONTRAST WITH ORGANIC TEA
The market for organic tea developed differently than did the organic wine market. The
tea industry as a whole had a different geographical distribution than wine. The major tea
growing nations were in South Asia, China, and East Africa.117 In the mid-2010s, the biggest
markets for tea were China, Russia, Japan, the United States and India, although in per capita
terms Turkey, Ireland and Britain were among the highest consumers of tea.118
As with wine, early tea was produced organically until the advent of synthetic
fertilizers and pesticides. Beginning in the 1940s, the Indian government pushed for rapid
industrialization, and tea gardens were no exception. In an effort to make tea gardens more
profitable, plantation owners demolished tea terraces which had helped to protect the soil,
removed trees and other vegetation in order to add more tea bushes and embraced the synthetic
chemicals of the West.119
By 1986, Indian tea producers in the highly-regarded Darjeeling region began returning to
their organic origins, spurred on by shifts in their markets. First, when the Soviet Union— which
had been a major destination for India’s tea exports— collapsed in the 1990s, India suffered from
a severe drop in the price of tea. The Soviet market, to which vast quantities of tea had been
exported, had maintained minimal quality requirements, and the quality of tea had declined
precipitously.120 At the same time, due to the absence of strict standards regarding the labeling of
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tea in India, many tea producers were selling tea blends labeled as “Darjeeling” but which
actually included lower-quality tea from other regions.121 Finally, in the early 1990s, some
countries in Europe, particularly Germany, had begun to monitor pesticide levels in tea imports
more carefully.122 Due to diminished consumer confidence in the quality of Darjeeling tea, as
well as due to heightened demand in Europe for organic tea and consumer willingness to pay a
price premium for the product, tea producers in Darjeeling began to convert to organic methods,
with others in Assam and other regions soon following suit.123 Sanjay Bansal, a prominent figure
in the Indian tea industry, began purchasing tea gardens in distress and converting them to
biodynamic methods to bring them back to healthy production.124 Additionally, tea producers in
Darjeeling, in partnership with the government, developed a geographical-origin trademark for
the region in order to protect their product from fraud.125
Within the large American market, organic tea also attracted the attention of
entrepreneurial start-ups such as Honest Tea, a ready-to-drink tea company founded in 1998,
which introduced the world’s first organic bottled tea in 1999. By 2001, half of Honest Tea’s
products were organic.126 The company was successful in marketing organic tea as an
approachable product.127 In 2008, the giant Coca-Cola company purchased, for $43 million, a 40
percent stake in the company.128 By 2010, Honest Tea’s sales had tripled to total $72 million,
and the next year, Coca-Cola purchased the company outright.129 In 2015, Honest Tea reached
$178 million in sales— about 3.2 percent of the United States ready-to-drink tea market.130
The market for organic tea strengthened considerably over time. While India led the
production of organic black tea, China emerged as a powerhouse for the production of organic
green tea.131 In the mid-2000s, India exported three-quarters of its organic tea production to
France, Germany, Japan, Britain, and the US, while China exported slightly under half of its
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production to countries in the EU, as well as Japan and the US.132 By the mid-2010s, nearly all of
the world’s top tea brands, including Twinings, Tazo, and Harney & Sons, sold varieties of
organic tea. In 2014, the American herbal tea company Celestial Seasonings partnered with
Whole Foods Market to distribute its organic line of teas on a national scale.133 In 2015, two
companies that comprised more than half of the tea market in India announced a joint initiative to
invest in research to evaluate the economic and environmental feasibility of phasing out the use
of conventional pesticides in tea production in India.134 That same year, "organic coffee and tea”
was ranked as the top category in the international market for organic beverages.135 Unlike
organic wine, large corporations such as Coca-Cola were increasingly prominent in organic tea.
In 2017 Unilever, whose Lipton brand was already active in organic tea, acquired Pukka Herbs, a
British organic tea start-up inspired by Ayurvedic philosophy, which had reached $39 million in
sales by that year.136
Organic tea also benefited greatly from lower barriers to entry than organic wine. The
product did not require a special license to sell in supermarkets or independent stores, as alcohol
did. Furthermore, its organic certification process was straightforward, relative to that of wine.
Even though bottled organic tea involved a process of steeping, it did not involve complicated
additional layers of regulations that made the process difficult or financially risky, as was the
case with wine.137
By 2017, third party certification of sustainable practices for tea seemed to be crumbling.
That year, the British supermarket retailer Sainsbury’s decided to withdraw from Fairtrade
certification of tea and instead follow an in-house standard, which the company termed “fairly
traded.” The decision prompted speculation that Sainsbury’s and other major retailers would use
their own ethical standards for a broader array of products in the future, potentially including
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organic products. If this were to happen, the market for organic tea would become highly
fragmented, similar to that of organic wine.138

VI THE CONTEMPORARY PERIOD
There were indications that consumer interest in organic wine began to accelerate in the
mid-2000s, perhaps as a result of what one winemaker described as a “combustion reaction
between ethics and aesthetics.”139 Organic wine emerged as popular in wine bars and fine-dining
restaurants in cosmopolitan big cities in Europe and the United States, including the restaurant
Rouge Tomate in New York, Terroir in San Francisco, and Vivant and La Crèmerie in Paris.140
The Copenhagen-based restaurant Noma, which was named the World’s Best Restaurant
in 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2014 developed a wine program with a special focus on organic
wine.141 Shortly after Noma opened in 2003, its owner René Redzepi recruited Pontus Eloffson
to develop a wine program. The initial program was relatively conventional, but after the first
few years Eloffson slowly began to add in wines with a “more green profile”142 as they became
increasingly available on the market in Copenhagen. When Mads Kleppe took over as Head
Sommelier in early 2010, he was initially frustrated by the unusual experience of drinking
organic and biodynamic wines, which offered a very different set of flavors and textures than
those of conventional wines. However, he quickly learned “to taste all over again,” and rebuilt
the wine program to have a “more clear profile” by working exclusively with organic and
biodynamic winemakers.143
Aside from the wines he selected for the wine program, Kleppe also took an
unconventional approach to the way in which Noma served wines. In 2017, he worked with a
glassmaker to develop customized glasses for the restaurant that featured rounded rather than cut
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lips— a more natural shape for glass to take. Additionally, when serving guests, Kleppe chose
not to use terms like “organic,” “biodynamic,” or “natural” to describe the wines he poured, nor
provide obscure information about the wine’s origin, since the technical details of winemaking
were often confusing to guests. Instead, Kleppe chose to explain why he selected the wines he
did in simple terms, and if guests didn’t find the wine to their taste, he offered alternative
options. Kleppe stressed that this way of communicating with guests about unusual wines was a
better way of introducing wines that otherwise might feel too provocative to them.144
Acceptance of organic wine was, however, patchy. In New World regions, production
of organic wine failed to become mainstream, perhaps as a result of the lack of domestic demand
for the product, absence of organic regulations in many of those countries, and the often
enormous scale of vineyards.145 In the United States, organic wine continued to be largely
inconsequential. In 2017 only 2 percent of vineyard acreage in California was organic,
representing a 10 percent decline in organic vineyard acreage over the previous four years.146 In
contrast, northwest Europe stood out as an epicenter for organic wine, although with
considerable variations between countries. The British market remained modest, even if some
London-based Millennials bought more than they had in the past.147 In contrast, Germany’s
market for organic wine was worth $245 million in 2012, while France’s market was worth $511
million that year.148
A particularly strong market for organic wine emerged in Scandinavia. In Denmark, by
2014, sales of organic wine exceeded $13 million. By contrast, Italy, with a population ten times
bigger than that of Denmark, consumed just five and a half times as much organic wine, by
value.149 Meanwhile, in Sweden, organic wine consumption strengthened, due to an effort on the
part of Systembolaget, the state-owned alcohol monopoly, to increase sales of organic products
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to 10 percent of overall sales by 2020. In pursuit of its goal, Systembolaget employees
strategically placed organic wine around the stores.150 While 6 percent of the wine sold at
Systembolaget in 2011 was organic, by 2014, the company described seeing a "sea change" in
consumer preferences for organic products.151 Organic wine accounted for 21 percent of
Systembolaget’s overall wine sales in 2016.152 Just as consolidation in a marketplace (such as the
overall wine industry, or even New Zealand’s food retail sector) can prevent take-up of the
organic category, areas in which just one or two companies control the market can also
dramatically turn the tide in favor of organic.

VII CONCLUSION
In comparison to organic tea (and some other organic beverages, such as milk), organic
wine provides a case study of failed new category creation. For decades, the anticipated
additional costs of organic farming and certification, in combination with the lower price points
at which (labeled) organic wine tended to sell, discouraged most conventional winemakers from
entering the organic industry. Early experiments performed by less-savvy winemakers created a
negative reputation for organic wine which proved a challenge to overcome. Of the winemakers
who did adopt organic methods, many were derided for their efforts, as conventional winemakers
felt threatened by their claims to “natural” or “organic” winemaking. Additionally, organic
winemakers encountered great complexity in their work, as organic winemaking required close
attention to detail and a sophisticated understanding of environmental and chemical processes in
the vineyard and winery.
The development of organic wine in different countries with various winemaking
traditions resulted in little common agreement regarding the definition of “organic” wine. In
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contrast with some other organic agricultural products, organic wine standards took a great deal
of time to develop. This reflected that organic wine was a more complex product due to the way
in which it was processed. After a great deal of heated debate regarding the use of sulfites,
differing organic wine standards emerged. This necessitated further policy development, as the
United States and EU had to work to develop equivalency agreements for organic wine. For
winemakers, distributors and retailers, the complex layers of regulations regarding organic wine
required a great deal of time and effort to understand and address. Many winemakers avoided
organic certification so as to avoid the bureaucratic paperwork, risk, cost and in some cases the
perceived unfairness of the program. The contrast with organic tea was striking.
Organic wine finally attained a modest niche popularity in the 2010s, particularly in
northwest Europe, and in metropolitan areas elsewhere where fine-dining restaurants and wine
bars sought artisan-made wines with clear terroir. After all of the time that had passed, there was
some evidence that the negative consumer perceptions that had haunted the organic wine
industry had begun to dissipate, although certified organic wine remained a tiny percentage of
the world wine market.
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